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lemonade stand
Posted by Shteeble - 21 Oct 2010 00:53
_____________________________________

l'chaim!

It's not just woodford anymore.

Trucks run on lemonade too!

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by peloni almoni - 11 Apr 2016 00:41
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote on 11 Apr 2016 00:35:

Shlomo24 wrote on 11 Apr 2016 00:09:

cordnoy wrote on 10 Apr 2016 23:28:

Did I do anything to Pa today?

Did anyone tell him that I get to see the deleted posts as well?

Ok I know who mom is but who is pa?

We make a good team, for I don't really know who mom is.

i did not realize when i coined the nickname "mom" for ********* that i was pa. that is disturbing
on so many levels.
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========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by cordnoy - 11 Apr 2016 00:57
_____________________________________

I just used ???? ?????

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by markz - 11 Apr 2016 01:30
_____________________________________

I've got the hear come Pesach Blooz

Mom = s******

Mop = Mark Oy PA

Sop = Sg oPa (alte djoke forum - GUE.com)

Cop = Sweeping moderator

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by stillgoing - 11 Apr 2016 02:46
_____________________________________

markz wrote on 11 Apr 2016 01:30:

I've got the hear come Pesach Blooz

Mom = s******
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Mop = Mark Oy PA

Sop = Sg oPa (alte djoke forum - GUE.com)

Cop = Sweeping moderator

Not sure what the sop is. Should i be insulted? :-) That seems to be the theme today. speaking
of that, this mom nickname - not all that is positive has been said about it. I wonder if his long
absence has any connection...

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by peloni almoni - 11 Apr 2016 02:47
_____________________________________

we only publicized it after his disappearance

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by stillgoing - 11 Apr 2016 02:48
_____________________________________

Shlomo24 wrote on 11 Apr 2016 00:09:

cordnoy wrote on 10 Apr 2016 23:28:

Did I do anything to Pa today?

Did anyone tell him that I get to see the deleted posts as well?

but who is pa?

P.A. - peloni almoni aka Abbas

========================================================================
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====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by stillgoing - 11 Apr 2016 02:50
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote on 11 Apr 2016 02:47:

we only publicized it after his disappearance

Lame excuse :-)

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by stillgoing - 11 Apr 2016 02:53
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote on 10 Apr 2016 23:27:

markz wrote on 10 Apr 2016 23:17:

???? ????? ??? ??????? ?????

The fact that you have been here for x amt of time, means you're not obsessed about porn and
have automatically been disqualified from ???? or letting heads roll (???? ???)

Perhaps someone who doesn't keep falling is not obsessed about porn.

OUCH!!!!!

Point taken.
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========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by markz - 11 Apr 2016 02:56
_____________________________________

Cord or SG - since that ouch point is not a point of humor, I don't get it, and would love to
understand it...

Of course falling happens because of porn obsession, no?

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by stillgoing - 11 Apr 2016 02:59
_____________________________________

markz wrote on 11 Apr 2016 01:30:

I've got the hear come Pesach Blooz

Mom = s******

Mop = Mark Oy PA

Sop = Sg oPa (alte djoke forum - GUE.com)

Cop = Sweeping moderator

"Toothpicks are great for cleaning sockets, my cleaning lady thinks i'm insane."   

I kinkof think that cleaning lady has a point.

========================================================================
====
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Re: lemonade stand
Posted by eslaasos - 11 Apr 2016 03:00
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote on 10 Apr 2016 23:24:

peloni almoni wrote on 10 Apr 2016 21:52:

 

by the way, i have a mesora that this is cords's baby picture, taken in the grasslands of chicago
in the 1960's.

Chutzpah!

Chicago doesn't have grass and I didn't have hair.

Didn't, or don't?

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by stillgoing - 11 Apr 2016 03:04
_____________________________________

markz wrote on 11 Apr 2016 02:56:

Cord or SG - since that ouch point is not a point of humor, I don't get it, and would love to
understand it...

Of course falling happens because of porn obsession, no?

If this gets any more serious then we might be kicked out of the jhf board.
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You said that since i've been here so long (couple of weeks more then you, i think) then i must
no longer be obsessed with p---. Cords said (not sure if he  meant it this way, but its a good
point none the less) that if i wouldn't keep falling the whole time, then i might actually not be
obsessed anymore.

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by Shlomo24 - 11 Apr 2016 08:30
_____________________________________

stillgoing wrote on 11 Apr 2016 03:04:

markz wrote on 11 Apr 2016 02:56:

Cord or SG - since that ouch point is not a point of humor, I don't get it, and would love to
understand it...

Of course falling happens because of porn obsession, no?

If this gets any more serious then we might be kicked out of the jhf board.

You said that since i've been here so long (couple of weeks more then you, i think) then i must
no longer be obsessed with p---. Cords said (not sure if he  meant it this way, but its a good
point none the less) that if i wouldn't keep falling the whole time, then i might actually not be
obsessed anymore.

Shtark

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by cordnoy - 11 Apr 2016 13:08
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_____________________________________

stillgoing wrote on 11 Apr 2016 03:04:

markz wrote on 11 Apr 2016 02:56:

Cord or SG - since that ouch point is not a point of humor, I don't get it, and would love to
understand it...

Of course falling happens because of porn obsession, no?

If this gets any more serious then we might be kicked out of the jhf board.

You said that since i've been here so long (couple of weeks more then you, i think) then i must
no longer be obsessed with p---. Cords said (not sure if he  meant it this way, but its a good
point none the less) that if i wouldn't keep falling the whole time, then i might actually not be
obsessed anymore.

No!

I meant that if one simply stopped and doesn't keep falling (which is a damn good thing), good
chance he is not obsessed by porn.

========================================================================
====

Re: lemonade stand
Posted by cordnoy - 11 Apr 2016 13:08
_____________________________________

eslaasos wrote on 11 Apr 2016 03:00:

cordnoy wrote on 10 Apr 2016 23:24:
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peloni almoni wrote on 10 Apr 2016 21:52:

 

by the way, i have a mesora that this is cords's baby picture, taken in the grasslands of chicago
in the 1960's.

Chutzpah!

Chicago doesn't have grass and I didn't have hair.

Didn't, or don't?

Both.

========================================================================
====
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